
Westinghouse 1.5L Retro
Stand Blender with Dishwasher
safe pitcher, Red

249118

59,95 €

High speed retro blender with powerful motor for
outstanding blending results. The pitcher is dishwasher-
safe, making it easy to keep clean.

About the Retro Table Blender
The high-speed RETRO TABLE BLENDER will create smoothies, soups, ice coffee or ice cream with outstanding
blending results in no time. Besides the functionality, the blender is a real eye-catcher in your kitchen because of its
retro look. The Retro Table Blender deserves a spot in any kitchen!

Variable Speed Selections
From gently mixing soft fruits to pulverizing hard fruits, vegetables or ice. The choice is yours thanks to the three
different speed settings. Use the pulse option for an extra smooth result. The ergonomic handle ensures a comfortable
grip so you can speed up safely. Thanks to the non-slip base, the blender also stands firmly on the countertop.

Easy to use Pitcher
Moreover, the pitcher serves as a measuring cup and is therefore very convenient to use. The measuring cup is very
usefull for prepairing a receipe with specific amount descriptions of ingredients. The large capacity of 1.5L makes it
possible to make 6 glasses (330ml) in one go. No excuses anymore prepairing a healthy smoothy for the whole family
since it can now be done in an efficient way!

Dishwasher-safe Pitcher
Finished with blending? The Westinghouse Table Blender is easy to clean, thanks to the dishwasher-safe pitcher
made out of glass. Store the cleaned blender at your cupboard or let it steal the show in your kitchen.

Colour - Cranberry Red
To stay in the retro mood, CRANBERRY RED is elected to be one of the Iconic colours of the Westinghouse Retro
Series. Do you remember the warm colour of cranberry chutney?

SRP 59,95 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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To give your kitchen a subtle colour accent, Cranberry Red is the perfect choice.

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 4895218314584

Manufacturer number: WKBE221RD

Product weight: 3.0 kilograms
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